Installation instructions for UV Adhesive Material
1. Identify the Adhesive side vs. the Carrier side.
2. At one corner of the film, use two pieces of adhesive tape, one on one side of the film one
on the other.
3. Using the adhesive tape, pull the carrier away from the filter material.
4. The thinner film will be the carrier.

Applying the Material to Glass:
1. Clean the glass with a standard glass cleaning product i.e. Windex.
2. After the glass is cleaned and dried, spray the glass once again with the glass cleaner. Make
sure that it is as even an application as possible.
3. Apply the adhesive side of the film to the glass.
4. You will be able to slide the filter material around on the wet glass to achieve desired
positioning.
5. Using a stiff card, squeegee out the air bubbles and excess water.
6. Piercing the filter material with a pin can also purge any air bubbles.
7. The adhesive is water activated and will increase the tackiness over night.
8. Trim any excess from the edges.
9. The adhesive is water activated and will increase the tackiness over night.
10. Trim any excess from t
This document provides information about a product distributed by
UV Process Supply, Inc ("the Seller"). The information provided in this document
is offered in good faith and is believed to be reliable, but is made
WITHOUT WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER MATTER.
This document is not intended to provide advice (technical, legal or otherwise)
for a particular set of facts, but is of a general nature. Users of this document
should consult with their own advisors and appropriate sources. The Seller and its employees do not assume
any responsibility for the user's compliance with any
applicable instructions, laws or regulations, nor for any persons relying on the
information contained in this document.
All risk arising out of the performance of this product and/or the understanding of its
usage remains solely with the Buyer. In no event shall the Seller be held liable for
lost profits, lost savings, incidental or direct damages or other economic consequential damages regardless of
any statement, expressed or implied, of such liability by the
Seller's employees or any of its authorized agents. In addition, the Seller and
its suppliers will be held harmless for any damages claimed on behalf of any third party.
The Buyer of this product accepts full responsibility and understanding for the
terms and specification set forth herein.
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